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Abstract: Social theory describes and explains the world but can also transform it. The
generative power of theory has been shown for disciplines that emulate natural sciences,
like economics and psychiatry. I argue that queer theory has similar power, using the case
of prison policy in England and Wales. The theory’s privileging of gender over sex helped
to transform the criteria for incarcerating males in women’s prisons: from genital surgery to
legal status, and then to gender identity. The implementation of queer theory enables us to
unpack two distinct meanings of gender performance. The first is dramaturgical, where the
individual gives off the appearance of femininity or masculinity through body modification,
clothing, and gesture. The second meaning of performance is illocutionary, where the
individual verbally declares themself to be man or woman. This case demonstrates the
impact of queer theory on institutional policy and elite opinion, even under a Conservative
government.
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The very subject of women is no longer understood in stable or abiding terms.
—Judith Butler, 19901
Her penis was erect and sticking out of the top of her trousers.
—Charlotte Dangerfield prosecuting Karen White, 20182
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Social theory provides a model of the social world, and theory can also become a model
for remaking it.3 In financial economics, for instance, the BlackScholesMerton model
of option prices removed the stigma of gambling from the options exchange market; as
traders adopted the model, actual prices converged on its predictions, at least for some
years.4 In psychiatry, the novel diagnosis of Multiple Personality Disorder led to a huge
increase in the number of patients exhibiting symptoms matching this diagnosis.5 These
examples come from disciplines that aspire to the rigour of natural sciences. Queer theory,
by contrast, rejects scientific pretentions. It also lacks a body of practitioners equivalent
to traders or clinicians. I will argue that it nonetheless provides a model for a new kind of
society. In queer theory, ‘gender emerges as the term which absorbs and displaces “sex”.6
The theory therefore leads institutions to replace sex by gender, namely the individual’s
performance of feminine or masculinecoded behaviours or their stated identification as
man or woman (or as something else).
The transformative power of queer theory is illustrated by the transition from sex to
gender in the prison service in England and Wales from the 1990s to the 2010s.7 As
one of the last domains in contemporary society to divide men from women, prison is
a vital prize for queer theory to capture. The chief demand is for males who identify
as women to be incarcerated in the women’s estate. The inverse—for females who
claim to be men—is not an issue, for two reasons. First, this group is small in number
because so few prisoners are female: in England and Wales, females comprise 4.3% of
the prison population.8 Second, these prisoners rarely wish to transfer to the men’s estate
because they appreciate their own vulnerability. The placement of males in women’s
prisons—in effect, the transition from a system based on sex to one based on gender—has
occurred throughout the Englishspeaking world, from Australia to the United States.9 The
English case is particularly intriguing because the queering of prisons accelerated under
the Conservatives, who have held power at Westminster since 2010 (albeit in coalition
until 2015). Scotland has followed a similar trajectory, but this is more readily explained
because it occurred under a leftwing government which champions gender identity.10
The article begins by explicating the logic of queer theory, focusing on Judith Butler.
Subsequent sections narrate three phases of policy, defined by the criteria for entry
to women’s prisons. In the first phase the criterion was genital surgery. Although
queer theory was embraced by activists, policy was really changed by the unintended
consequences of judicial decisions. Prisoners won the right to healthcare equal to that
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provided outside prison, while transsexual patients won the right to genital surgery. In
combination, these cases established a right for prisoners to obtain genital surgery, which
in turn enabled them to move to the women’s estate. When clinicians decreed that the
prerequisite for genital surgery—living as a woman—could not be fulfilled in a men’s
prison, then it naturally followed that male prisoners desiring genital surgery had to be
transferred before surgery. This enabled the first rapist to enter a women’s prison in 2009.
(The crime of rape in the United Kingdom can be committed only by a male.11 ) This
judgment led to the second phase, where the criterion became legal sex. Queer theory
now came into its own. It had shaped the formulation of the Gender Recognition Act,
the first law in the world to allow someone to change legal sex without undergoing any
physical change. Queer theory motivated activists to launch a social media campaign to
transfer a violent male to the women’s estate. This successful campaign was followed
by two suicides in prison, sympathetically reported by the mainstream media. These
events persuaded the government to revise prison regulations, advised by Gendered
Intelligence—an organization founded upon queer theory. The revised regulations of
2016 ushered in the third phase, where the criterion became gender identity. These
regulations allowed at least two dozen males into the women’s estate, and facilitated
several sexual assaults of female prisoners. The final section of the paper interrogates the
performativity of gender. Two distinct meanings are delineated: dramaturgical, where the
individual gives off the appearance of femininity or masculinity through body modification,
clothing, and gesture; and illocutionary, where the individual verbally asserts a claim to
be man or woman.
This article focuses narrowly on the incarceration of males in women’s prisons. It
excludes important topics pertaining to the treatment of transgender prisoners in the men’s
estate: segregation, as for example in a hospital wing or Vulnerable Prisoner Unit; rules
for clothing and accoutrements like wigs and cosmetics; and the availability of crosssex
hormones. Likewise excluded is the effect of potential incarceration on sentencing: in
some cases transgender males avoid a custodial sentence because that would be served
in a men’s prison.12 The countermobilization by dissident feminists who reassert the
primacy of sex over gender is also beyond the scope of this paper.
Terminology is inevitably controversial with this subject. I use the terms transsexual
or transgender as appropriate for the era. Circumlocutions such as ‘a preoperative,
prehormone therapy, maletofemale transgender prisoner’13 will be eschewed in favour
of simple adjectives like male. The use of pronouns to affirm gender identity rather than
denote biological sex reflects—and arguably enables—the policy shifts analysed here.
Because the application of female pronouns to males erodes our ability to recognize
differences in the propensity to violence and sexual predation, especially when dealing
with men convicted of crimes against the person, I will not adhere to this convention.
Instead, transsexual and transgender people are referred to by name. For males who
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first declared a feminine identity after incarceration, I provide the name under which they
were convicted as well as their subsequent feminine name.

1. Queer Theory
Queer theory resists definition. It will therefore help to focus specifically on Butler, who is
most cited by those shaping prison policy. In the words of Kate More, an influential British
activist, Butler’s Gender Trouble ‘was immediately an intellectual bestseller, arguably
founding both Queer Theory and subsequently the new transgendered politics’.14 (The
point holds even though the label ‘queer theory’ itself was coined after the book’s
publication.15 ) Butler’s argument was distinctive in two ways.
Secondwave feminists had asserted that gender was socially constructed on a
biological foundation; ‘a taboo against the sameness of men and women’, as Gayle
Rubin put it, ‘exacerbates biological differences between the sexes’.16 Butler, however,
theorized gender as ‘radically independent of sex’, so that ‘gender itself becomes a
freefloating artifice, with the consequence that man and masculine might just as easily
signify a female body as a male one, and woman and feminine a male body as easily
as a female one’.17 Sex is merely ‘a cultural norm which governs the materialization of
bodies’.18 This claim itself was not novel, for Suzanne Kessler and Wendy McKenna
had already argued that sex is entirely socially constructed, using transsexuals as a
crucial case.19 They provided a descriptive and explanatory account, without drawing
any prescriptive implications. The second distinctive aspect of Butler’s argument was its
normative commitment.
Sex is not just fictitious, according to Butler; it is also pernicious. The ‘discursive
ordering and production of bodies in accord with the category of sex is itself a material
violence’.20 Therefore we must ‘disrupt the categories of the body, sex, gender, and
sexuality and occasion their subversive resignification and proliferation beyond the binary
frame’.21 The typical feminist imperative had been, in Rubin’s words, to ‘liberate human
personality from the straightjacket [sic] of gender’.22 By contrast, Butler emphasizes ‘how
essential becoming a gender is to one’s very sense of personhood’.23 Gender is not
only a source of oppression, it is also a means to liberation. In short, then, queer theory
eradicates sex and enthrones gender.
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If gender is paramount, what is it? Butler is best known for the notion of performativity.
Most obviously, ‘gender is a kind of a doing, an incessant activity performed’.24 I will
dub this dramaturgical performativity, as a nod to Erving Goffman. He described social
institutions as creating ‘scenes for the performance of genderisms by both sexes, many of
these performances taking a ritual form which affirms beliefs about the differential human
nature of the two sexes’.25 (Goffman is not cited by Butler.) In Bodies That Matter, Butler
draws on J. L. Austin’s insight that speech acts can create new social facts.26 This I will
distinguish as illocutionary performativity. It raises the possibility that gender could involve
merely a verbal assertion, without any concomitant activity. Illocutionary performativity
requires a normative and legal apparatus to enforce the assertion of gender, so that the
statement ‘I am a woman’ has the same force as (to take Austin’s example) ‘I pronounce
you man and wife’.
Queer theory’s academic success is indisputable.27 According to Google Scholar,
Gender Trouble has been cited 80,000 times. My argument is that the theory has also
affected the world beyond universities. By insisting that sex is unstable, queer theory
needs to destabilize those institutions and practices that are based on sex. They must
be transformed to affirm gender as performed. What is initially justified as dramaturgical
performance becomes ultimately reduced to illocutionary performance. This process will
be illustrated by changes to the prison system in England and Wales.

2. Genital Surgery
‘The women felons should be quite separate from the men’ urged the famous
eighteenthcentury prison reformer, John Howard.28 By the midtwentieth century,
separation by sex was one of the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners
established by the United Nations.29 Such rules do not specify how sex is determined, of
course. In England, by the 1980s, males who had previously undergone genital surgery
could be placed in a women’s prison. Gloria Greaves was convicted of living off immoral
earnings and sentenced to eighteen months in HMP (Her Majesty’s Prison) Holloway, a
women’s prison, even though only a man could commit that specific crime.30 Such cases
were so rare they could be left to the discretion of prison officials. The first public statement
of policy came in 1994. The Director General of the Prison Service told Parliament that ‘the
principal criteria is [sic] the most obvious physical characteristics of the person concerned
and their ability to integrate with other inmates. A maletofemale transsexual who
has undergone surgery and hormone treatment would therefore be more appropriately
allocated to a female establishment’.31 The nature of this surgery was not specified, and
so it is not clear whether orchidectomy would have sufficed, or whether vaginoplasty was
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also required. There was no corresponding exception for femaletomale transsexuals,
who would always be placed in the women’s estate.32
The Director General’s statement was a response to activism that emerged in the
early 1990s. Press for Change was founded by Stephen Whittle and others to campaign
‘for the legal rights of transsexuals’.33 The Parliamentary Forum on Transsexualism was
created by Lynne Jones, a Labour MP. The main point of leverage was the European
Court of Human Rights, to which transsexuals brought a series of cases (e.g., Rachel
Horsham and the person known as ‘I’, both cases registered in 1994) demanding the
right to change legal sex. Prisons were only a minor element in these cases, but
perhaps the Conservative government hoped that explicit codification of prison policy
would bolster its argument that transsexuals were not unfairly treated. Press for Change
and the Parliamentary Forum seized the opportunity to craft a policy document for the
Home Office. Its author was More, the leading British proponent of queer theory who
coedited the newsletter Radical Deviance: A Journal of Transgendered Politics. This
exuberant magazine propagated novel ideas from France and the United States: ‘once
upon a time TSs needed to learn and create medical jargon to progress our culture,
now that TS and TG politics has come of age, we need to talk of hegemonies, Queer,
and PostModernism’.34 When Butler visited London, she gave an interview to the
magazine.35 Despite such radical theoretical commitments, More’s proposals for prison
were modest. The document suggested that prisoners who identified as transsexual
should be kept in the prison’s hospital unit, and after clinical diagnosis should be moved
to a specialist unit which ‘could be attached to a women’s prison’.36 This fell short of the
demand made by Jones, to ‘house preoperative transsexuals in the gaols of their new
gender if they have had two or more years of hormone therapy’.37
Labour’s accession to power in 1997 created a more favourable climate for
transsexual activists—or transgender activists, as they began to prefer.38 The Home
Office commissioned research on prisons from Whittle, who had become law lecturer
at Manchester Metropolitan University.39 Whittle had also taken up queer theory,
perhaps due to More’s influence; they edited a book together.40 For Whittle, who
had come out as a lesbian before identifying as transsexual in the 1970s, the new
ideas promised emancipation from feminist traditions that viewed transsexuals as either
predatory or deluded. ‘No solution could be offered to this impasse until Judith
Butler made her huge contribution to Queer theory by compressing all gender into
performativity.’41 Whittle eventually recommended that all prisoners ‘posttransition but
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prior to completion of all desired surgical procedures’ must be ‘housed in facility of
appropriate gender role’.42 This proposal, however, was ignored by the government. The
official Interdepartmental Working Group on Transsexual People emphasized ‘problems
in placing a [‘preoperative’] maletofemale transsexual person in a female establishment,
where she may not be accepted by other prisoners, many of whom may have suffered
violent or sexual abuse from men’.43
The exception for transsexuals who had previously undergone genital surgery
applied to very few, of course. Besides Greaves, Stephanie Lloyd spent three months
in HMP Askham Grange, a women’s open prison, for selling transgenderthemed adult
videos;44 another transsexual was sentenced to eight years in HMP Holloway for
blackmail.45 These were not violent crimes. Crucially, prisoners were not eligible for
genital surgery. By the late 1990s, at least one male was pursuing legal action on this point.
John Pilley had been sentenced (in 1981) to life for kidnapping a woman at knifepoint. In
prison he took the name Jane Anne and was prescribed crosssex hormones. Pilley then
argued that it was unfair for the service to deny genital surgery—which would enable
transfer to a women’s prison.46 Pilley prevailed in 1999, after a legal decision in another
domain. Three patients launched a judicial review against their local health authority for
refusing to fund genital surgery. They won the case in the High Court in 1998. The prison
service was already committed to providing healthcare equivalent to that provided by the
National Health Service (NHS), and therefore it could no longer refuse to provide genital
surgery.47 Pilley thus underwent surgery and was eventually transferred to HMP Holloway.
A Liberal Democrat MP from the Parliamentary Forum on Transsexualism, Alex Carlile,
declared this to be an ‘important step towards giving transsexuals proper civil liberties’.48
There was apparently no concern for the impact on the civil liberties of female prisoners.
The 1999 decision enabled prisoners serving lengthy sentences to transfer to
women’s prisons. For the NHS to approve genital surgery, the patient on crosssex
hormones would have to pass the ‘real life’ test, to ‘live and work in their female role for two
years’. According to the consultant psychiatrist Russell Reid, who advised inmates, this
test ‘is very difficult, though not impossible for them to fulfil’.49 One candidate who passed
the test was Douglas Wakefield, sentenced to life (in 1974) for beating and stabbing his
uncle to death. In prison he strangled and beat to death another inmate, and attempted to
kill a warden. To experience life as a woman, Wakefield took the name Tai, decorated the
prison cell with lace curtains and flowers, and wore earrings. Genital surgery subsequently
enabled Wakefield to relocate to a women’s prison, HMP New Hall.50
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3. Legal Sex
Press for Change’s crowning success was the Gender Recognition Act of 2004, which
enabled anyone to apply to be recognized legally as the opposite sex. A medical diagnosis
was needed to obtain a gender recognition certificate and thereby an amended birth
certificate, but endocrinological or surgical intervention was not required. It was the first
law in the world to divorce legal sex from the physical body. As Whittle declared, ‘the
Gender Recognition Act is performative (see Butler 1990), in that as a form of speechact,
what it “does” is make gender into sex in law’.51 When the bill was debated, a Minister
told the House of Commons that prisoners ‘can apply and . . . will be subject to prison
arrangements for their new acquired gender’.52 Press for Change therefore argued, quite
logically, that male prisoners who obtained a gender recognition certificate should be
transferred to a women’s prison.53 The prison service, however, ignored the new Act,
and continued to use the criterion of genital surgery.
Change in policy came about, as in 1999, as the unintended consequences of
a decision taken outside the prison system. Mark Jones had served a sentence for
manslaughter, for strangling his boyfriend. A few days after release from prison, Jones
attempted to rape a woman who worked in a shop selling transgender accoutrements.
(The shop was owned by Stephanie Lloyd, mentioned above as an early transsexual
prisoner.) Jones, now using the name Karen, was sentenced to life imprisonment. In
prison, Jones was given crosssex hormones and laser hair removal, and obtained a
gender recognition certificate. But the NHS Gender Identity Clinic would not approve
genital surgery, on the grounds that Jones could not pass the ‘real life’ test in a men’s
prison. This was a policy reversal, of course, because at least twelve male prisoners had
undergone genital surgery while in the men’s estate.54 And the Clinic would soon approve
a female prisoner’s phalloplasty while the prisoner remained in a women’s prison.55 One
wonders if the reversal in policy reflected embarrassment that the first prisoner to be
approved for genital surgery, Pilley, subsequently renounced his feminine identity and
required a phalloplasty in order to return to a men’s prison.56 Whatever the reason behind
the reversal, it placed Jones in a double bind: ‘They will not consider me as a female until
I have my penis removed ... Yet they resist moving me to the female estate which would
enable the surgery to be arranged’.57
Jones contacted Whittle who helped orchestrate a judicial review, held in 2009.58
The judge, David Elvin QC, viewed the case through the lens of Article 8 of the European
Convention on Human Rights: ‘Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family
life, his home and his correspondence’. The landmark 2002 decision by the European
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Court of Human Rights—which precipitated the Gender Recognition Act—had interpreted
this article as creating a right to change legal sex. Elvin noted that the Act required Jones
to be treated as a woman ‘for all purposes’.59 Because the prison service had provided
insufficient justification to retain Jones in the men’s estate, Elvin ordered Jones to be
transferred to a women’s prison. The argument that Jones would be hard to manage in
the women’s estate was dismissed on the grounds that Jones would pose still greater
difficulties if thwarted, due to what the consultant forensic psychologist described as a
personality with ‘narcissistic, compulsive, aggressive, violent and sadistic elements’.60
The rights of the women who would share facilities with such a person were ignored.
James Barrett, lead psychiatrist at the Gender Identity Clinic, had concern only for the
welfare of Jones: ‘There will probably always be a small number of prisoners who will
choose to make an issue of the matter because they are the sort of women who enjoy
conflict. If this patient is able to cope with protracted close proximity [with] women of that
sort I would judge her able to cope with the less prolonged, more avoidable, travails of
the civilian world’.61 Attempting to rape a woman did not detract from the claim to be ‘a
woman trapped inside a man’s body’, because Jones’ legal team had appealed against the
length of the second sentence by using gender dysphoria to justify the crime.62 Apparently
it was ‘more inspired by feelings of frustration and jealousy than sexual desire’.63 After
the verdict, Jones was transferred to HMP Holloway.
As a result of this judgment, in 2011 the prison service drafted the first official
regulations for The Care and Management of Transsexual Prisoners. The criterion for
placement shifted from genital surgery to legal sex. ‘A male to female transsexual person
with a gender recognition certificate may be refused location in the female estate only
on security grounds’.64 Such a person was thus treated identically to a woman, as
exceptionally dangerous females are held in special units within men’s prisons. Even
without legal certification, a transsexual who was ‘sufficiently advanced in the gender
reassignment process’ could request to transfer to the estate of the other sex and was
promised a case conference.65 In the following years, incidentally, NHS clinicians became
more reluctant to approve genital surgery for prisoners. At a clinical meeting in 2014,
Barrett and others agreed that time in prison—even in the women’s estate—‘would not
often constitute proper lived experience’ as required for surgery.66 But this no longer
mattered. As the Prisons and Probation Ombudsman later declared, ‘a person’s gender
is a legal rather than an anatomical question’. The Ombudsman took up the case of
a prisoner held in the women’s estate, due to the possession of a gender recognition
certificate, who wished to transfer to an open prison. This request had been refused on
the grounds that a prisoner with penis and testicles was not suited for this establishment as
its showers were communal and accommodation was unsupervised during the night, and
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many of its female inmates had experienced sexual abuse. The Ombudsman supported
the prisoner. ‘She has a GRC and is therefore a woman, under UK law’.67
The shift from genital surgery to legal sex in the 1990s and 2000s was most
immediately caused by unintended interactions between the health system and the legal
system. The changes were brought about piecemeal by judges and psychiatrists; if their
actions were informed by theory, it was the liberal individualism of human rights. Queer
theory was nevertheless crucial for shaping the Gender Recognition Act, which one of
its authors—Whittle—viewed as the implementation of Butler’s ideas. The Act legislated
dramaturgical performativity, because it required someone to have ‘lived in the acquired
gender’ for two years as a precondition for changing legal sex. This mysterious phrase
was not specified, nor did advocates like Whittle explicate its meaning. Presumably it
originated in the reallife test required for surgery by the Gender Identity Clinic, which
also spanned two years. According to Barrett, success ‘is achieved if the patient is treated
by most others as if they are of the assumed sex’.68 In Goffman’s terms, an individual
maintains face insofar as other participants in an encounter act to support it, regardless
of their actual beliefs.69

4. Gender Identity
Changes to prison policy in the 1990s and 2000s affected few individuals. These cases
were sensationally reported by the tabloid press—emphasizing the cost of surgery to
the taxpayer—but they attracted no significant public interest. This changed dramatically
over the next decade. ‘Increasing positive, wellinformed representations of transgender
people in the media’ was the aim of Trans Media Watch, created in 2009.70 A key
figure in the organization was Paris Lees, who came out as transgender after serving
time in borstal for violent robbery.71 Lees started writing for the Guardian, Britain’s
preeminent leftofcentre newspaper, in 2011. The newspaper also featured columns from
a transgender prisoner across the Atlantic, Chelsea Manning, whose role in WikiLeaks
ensured a sympathetic audience.72 The most famous transgender prisoner, however,
was fictional. ‘Orange Is the New Black’, an American television series set in a women’s
prison, featured a character who had committed fraud to fund genital surgery, played by
Laverne Cox. Time chose this actor to personify the ‘transgender tipping point’ in 2014.
The series was a hit in Britain, and Cox was interviewed by the Guardian in 2015.73
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Just a few months after the interview, Tara Hudson was convicted of assault for
headbutting a barman, causing serious dental injuries. Given Hudson’s record of eight
previous convictions, including battery, the court sentenced Hudson to twelve weeks
in a men’s prison. This news outraged Cerian Jenkins, an undergraduate at the
University of Bath—located in Hudson’s home town. She was already an activist, having
founded the Bath Gender Equality Network ‘for intersectional, sexpositive feminists’;74
Butler was one of her ‘academic idols’.75 She launched an online petition to demand
Hudson’s transfer to a women’s prison. The hashtag #IseeTara proliferated on Twitter,
with the first tweet directed at Parliament’s Women and Equalities Committee, which
by coincidence was holding an enquiry into transgender equality. The petition had
extraordinary success, gaining 125,000 signatures within three days. Hudson’s plight
was publicized by newspapers from the Guardian on the left to the Daily Telegraph on the
right.76 Why did this particular case catch the public imagination? Hudson exemplified
dramaturgical performativity: glamorous with long blonde hair and ‘really big boobs’ (in
the words of Hudson’s mother). The petition stated that Hudson had ‘undergone six years
of gender reconstruction surgery’, which falsely implied genital surgery. Hudson’s mother
spoke eloquently in interviews. Conceivably Hudson also had a knack for publicity, as
a tabloid newspaper had featured a story on Hudson’s success in entertaining men on
Playboy Television Chat.77 Hudson was convicted and imprisoned in Bristol; the latter was
home to a large progressive community, including transgender activist Cheryl Morgan.78
A final consideration in Hudson’s favour was that the victim was a man.
People who took up the cause were outraged because they viewed Hudson
unambiguously as a woman. The petition stated that Hudson had ‘lived as a woman
all her adult life’. In a men’s prison, therefore, Hudson would be subject to ‘constant and
terrifying sexual harassment’.79 Hudson had taken crosssex hormones for several years,
but there are hints of a more ambiguous identity: ‘When I’m modelling for glamour shoots
I feel like the sexiest girl alive, noone has any idea that I’m actually a bloke’.80 Hudson
advertised on adultwork.com as a ‘shemale’ with a ‘7inch surprise’.81 From the point of
view of the prison system, the fact that Hudson had neither obtained a gender recognition
certificate nor undergone genital surgery meant that Hudson should be treated as a man.
In the men’s prison, Hudson was given a private cell and initially not allowed to mingle
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with other prisoners. ‘There was a lot of banter—one guy I knew from back home asked
to see my boobs. . . . At the time I didn’t see it as harassment or aggression—it was just
“we love you”, “we’re your fan club”, “try and come onto our wing” and so on’.82
Hudson’s sentence was appealed. While the judges refused to grant the appeal due
to Hudson’s extensive criminal record, they did suggest removal to a women’s prison.83
There were demonstrations outside the court in Bristol and outside the Ministry of Justice
in London. The latter protest was organized by C.N. Lester, a singer with a graduate
degree from Goldsmiths who identified as genderqueer, and Ruth Pearce, a sociology
student at the University of Warwick, writing a doctoral thesis on transgender health.84
Hudson’s cause was taken up by the Conservative MP for Bath, who fortuitously sat on
the Women and Equalities Committee. The Ministry of Justice quickly transferred Hudson
to a women’s prison, HMP Eastwood Park. Hudson had spent just seven days in the
men’s estate. Arguably this move was in accordance with the regulations which, after all,
enabled ‘sufficiently advanced’ transsexuals to request transfer to a prison for the opposite
sex. But discretionary transfer fell far short of the demand now made. For Hudson’s
supporters, Hudson should have been automatically placed in a women’s prison because
Hudson identified as a woman. ‘Girls show their emotions, they cry and they selfharm
but males when they have got a problem they just let it out with violence’, according to
Hudson.85 The irony went unremarked.
Within a few weeks, two transgender inmates died in prison. Vicky Thompson,
aged 21, was found hanged while on remand for theft. The offence had occurred while
Thompson was serving a suspended sentence for assaulting and robbing two women.
Thompson did not have a gender recognition certificate, and had never taken crosssex
hormones. According to a prison official, Thompson ‘did not want to go to a women’s
prison because other prisoners would be “bitchy”’.86 The tragic death—which an inquest
later concluded was intended as selfharm rather than suicide87 —was interpreted through
the transgender lens. Other contributing factors were ignored: bipolar disorder, heroin
use, and sexual and physical abuse. Thompson had been taken into care as a baby
and raped at the age of twelve. Stonewall, the prestigious campaigning organization
for lesbian and gay rights, had embraced the transgender cause in 2013. It used
Thompson’s death to reiterate the demand for gender recognition certificates to be issued
automatically, on the individual’s declaration alone. ‘We now urgently need a change in
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the law to ensure trans people can live freely as themselves without fear of violence or
intimidation’.88
Edward Latham committed suicide while serving a life sentence for attempting to
murder a woman and subsequently trying to kill two prison inmates. He was held in
HMP Woodhill’s Close Supervision Centre, designated for the most dangerous prisoners.
Latham announced that he was Muslim early in 2015 and made plans to change his
name, but three months later he asked to be recorded as having no religion. In August,
Latham declared himself to be a woman, taking the name Joanne. The prison immediately
supplied feminine clothing and cosmetics.89 Transfer to a women’s prison was out of
the question; an equally dangerous female would also be held in the Close Supervision
Centre of a men’s prison. Nevertheless, Latham’s death was cited as further evidence of
systematic injustice against transgender people.90
These two deaths were followed by the opening salvo in a judicial review of Hudson’s
treatment.91 In December the Conservative government gave way to pressure and
announced a ‘Review into the care and management of transgender offenders’.92 As
an independent adviser, the government selected Jay Stewart, the chief executive and
cofounder of Gendered Intelligence. Started in 2008 with funding from the Equality
and Human Rights Commission, Gendered Intelligence exemplified how the transgender
movement was embedded within the political system. Like Whittle, Stewart initially came
out as a lesbian and subsequently identified as a man. ‘Queer theory was the roadmap
to my own selfunderstanding’, declared Stewart.93 Stewart had just earned a doctorate
from Goldsmiths, with a thesis entitled ‘Trans on Telly’.94 It cites Butler 72 times, more
than any other scholar.
The review took evidence from transgender prisoners, but apparently met no female
prisoners. The ensuing report took ‘as its starting presumption a wish to respect someone
in the gender in which they identify’. This Butlerian premise led to the ineluctable
conclusion. ‘Allowing transgender offenders to experience the system in the gender in
which they identify will, in the great majority of cases, represent the most humane and
safest way to act’.95 The brief report was then translated into detailed regulations for
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The Care and Management of Transgender Offenders. As had been the case since
2011, prisoners who possessed a gender recognition certificate would be allocated
according to legal sex. Now it also sufficed to have applied for a certificate. Other
transgender prisoners—defined as those who ‘wish to live consistently in the gender
with which they identify (opposite to the sex assigned at birth)’—would be asked whether
they preferred the men’s or the women’s estate. If a prisoner wished to be housed in
the estate of the opposite sex, a Transgender Case Board would quickly convene to
consider the evidence.96 Genital surgery counted as strong evidence, but so did ‘advice
from GP’ (what sort of advice was not specified). In accordance with dramaturgical
performativity, strong evidence also included ‘presents in the gender identified with’. Other
motivations for claiming a transgender identity were acknowledged, however. The list of
counterevidence included ‘may be linked to gaining access to future victims’, ‘seeking
to undermine or test the policy’, and ‘personality disorder diagnosis and/or narcissistic
traits’. The review had warned that ‘it will be necessary to factorin the impact on and
risks to those . . . in the women’s estate where many prisoners will have been the victims
of domestic violence or sexual abuse’.97 But such risks were not mentioned in the
regulations.
Previous criteria for incarceration in a women’s prison—first genital surgery, then
possession of a gender recognition certificate—were clear. Gender identity, by contrast,
was inherently ambiguous. How the evidence could be evaluated by the Case Board in
practice was left to the imagination. Moreover, officials would know that refusal to grant
the wishes of a transgender prisoner would lead to negative media coverage and also
to internal scrutiny. The National Offender Management Service created a Transgender
Advisory Board—whose members included Stewart—‘to inform policy and establish best
practice’.98
Before the 2015 review was completed, there was already evidence that the
motivations for proclaiming a transgender identity were not always benign. The British
Psychological Society wrote about ‘a number of cases where men convicted of sex crimes
have falsely claimed to be transgender females’. Motivations included ‘demonstrating
reduced risk and so gaining parole; . . . explaining their sex offending aside from sexual
gratification (e.g., wanting to “examine” young females); . . . separating their sex offending
self (male) from their future self (female); . . . seeking better access to females and young
children through presenting in an apparently female way’.99 These risks were echoed by
the president of the British Association of Gender Specialists.100 This was none other than
Barrett, who in 2009 had been unconcerned about women having to share facilities with a
violent rapist. Now he described ‘the everincreasing tide of referrals of patients in prison
serving long or indeterminate sentences for serious sexual offences’. Some prisoners
were motivated to ‘pretend transsexual status’ for the same reasons as were cited by the
British Psychological Society. For one particular individual, there was ‘a plethora of prison
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intelligence information suggesting that the driving force was a desire to make subsequent
sexual offending very much easier’. The Women and Equalities Committee ignored
these written submissions, just as it ignored submissions from dissident feminists.101
This is not surprising because the Committee’s Specialist Advisor was Whittle.102 Its
report concluded that ‘There is a clear risk of harm (including violence, sexual assault,
selfharming and suicide) where trans prisoners are not located in a prison or other setting
appropriate to their acquired / affirmed gender’.103 How this would affect women was not
considered by the Women and Equalities Committee.

5. Consequences of Gender Identity
The new regulations for The Care and Management of Transgender Offenders came
into force in January 2017. This coincided with an increase in transgender prisoners
recognized by the prison service. In 2016 it had begun counting ‘individuals currently
living in, or are [sic] presenting in, a gender different to their sex assigned at birth and
who have had a case conference’.104 The number nearly doubled from 70 in April 2016
to 125 in April 2017.105 The official statistics always exclude prisoners with a gender
recognition certificate, like Jones. Although the number of males in the women’s estate
was not recorded, a dissident feminist organization, Fair Play For Women, combed
through the reports of women’s prisons and found at least 13 male prisoners.106 The
first official figures distinguishing between the men’s and women’s estates were provided
for April 2018. The total number of transgender prisoners was then 139. There were 42
transgender prisoners in the women’s estate: 22 of them reported a female gender identity,
17 a male one, and 3 gave no response.107 Thus the total number of males in women’s
prisons, adding those with a gender recognition certificate, could have exceeded 30.
The consequences of incarcerating males with women were ignored or denied by
transgender activists and by politicians and officials. Conceivably some assumed that
transgender males, like Hudson, are sexually attracted to men. In fact, many are sexually
attracted to women. Moreover, a disproportionate number had committed crimes of a
sexual nature. From its own research, Fair Play For Women estimated that 41% of
transgender males in prison were sex offenders. This proved to be an underestimate.
Of the 125 transgender prisoners counted by the prison service in 2017, 60 had been
convicted of sexual offences, including 27 convicted of rape.108 In the overall prison
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population, by comparison, 19% of males had been convicted of sexual crimes and only
4% of females.109
The prevalence of sex offenders amongst transgender males has yet to be explained.
Possibly sex offenders had an incentive to claim a transgender identity. One transgender
inmate suggested that ‘transimposters’ sought the status in order to avoid taking the
Sex Offenders Treatment Programme.110 This programme was open to transgender
prisoners, however, and participation was an advantage when seeking parole.111 Another
explanation is that autogynephilia—‘a male’s propensity to be sexually aroused by the
thought of himself as a female’112 —is associated with other paraphilias that are in turn
associated with sexual offending. There is evidence that men who are sexually aroused by
dressing in feminine clothing are more likely than other men to be aroused by masochism,
exhibitionism, and voyeurism.113 One inmate referred to the Gender Identity Clinic had
been in and out of prison for three decades for offences such as sexually assaulting a
twelveyearold girl and downloading indecent images of children. The prisoner wanted
crosssex hormones and surgery so that ‘he would not need to resort to his offending in
order to vicariously experience womanhood’.114 As a consultant psychiatrist noted, ‘it is by
no means straightforward teasing out the gender identity factors from a sort of fetishization
of preteen girlhood and a degree of sexual masochism’.115 The prisoner was eventually
prescribed crosssex hormones. Although Barrett (who by now was Director of the Gender
Identity Clinic) declined to support an application for a gender recognition certificate, the
prisoner was ‘free to approach another clinician either at this clinic, or another NHS or
private Gender Specialist provider’116 for the medical report that would enable certification
and thus guarantee transfer to a women’s prison.
For a transgender male who had not acquired a gender recognition certificate, the
Transgender Case Board could take offending into account in deciding whether to grant a
request to transfer to a women’s prison. Two cases from 2017 show that officials prioritized
the new guiding principle: ‘a wish to respect someone in the gender in which they identify’.
KayleighLouise Woods was sentenced to serve a minimum of 26 years for murdering a
woman, and within months was transferred to a women’s prison, HMP Eastwood Park.117
Karen White was charged with multiple counts of raping a woman, along with burglary
and stabbing a man. White was remanded to a women’s prison, HMP New Hall, despite
having previously served eighteen months in prison for sexually assaulting a child; the
prison houses a motherandbaby unit.
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While remanded in prison, White sexually assaulted four inmates, hugging and
groping them and displaying an erect penis.118 After two months White was transferred to
the men’s estate. White was subsequently convicted and sentenced to life imprisonment.
The Prison Service recorded five additional sexual assaults by transgender prisoners in
the women’s estate.119 These records exclude assaults committed by male prisoners who
had acquired a gender recognition certificate; the prison service refuses to differentiate
them from females. A woman incarcerated in HMP Bronzefield later claimed to have
been sexually assaulted by one such prisoner—‘J’—in August 2017.120 In the same
prison in the same month, Jessica Winfield was placed in segregation for making sexual
advances.121 Winfield had been sentenced to life in 1995, as Martin Ponting, for raping
two girls.
White’s case is illuminating for what it reveals about the performance of gender. It
presents a clear contrast with Hudson’s dramaturgical performativity. Notwithstanding
violent aggression more typical of males, Hudson expressed a recognizable version
of femininity—in physique (breast implants) and presentation (long hair and makeup).
White’s performance, by contrast, was perfunctory. According to JennyAnne Bishop,
who led the local transgender support group, White ‘insisted people referred to her in her
acquired gender without trying terribly hard to present as a woman’.122 ‘Other than wear
a wig and put on women’s clothing, she has made no more effort’ reported a transgender
neighbour. The neighbour described White as ‘more transvestite than transsexual with
no real desire to be a woman’, observing that White had missed three appointments at
a gender clinic.123 In short, White’s performance was illocutionary. ‘David just walked
into his flat one day as David and walked out the next day as Karen’, as the transgender
neighbour recalled.
The illocutionary act was felicitous—to use Austin’s terminology—because it was
backed by the power of the state .124 Bishop noted that White ‘would report people for a
hate crime if they stumbled over which name to use’.125 According to one neighbour, when
an elderly man referred to White using the male pronoun, White called the police to report
this ‘hate crime’.126 Strictly speaking, these would be classified as hate incidents—which
the police define broadly as ‘any noncrime incident which is perceived, by the victim
or any other person, to be motivated by a hostility or prejudice against a person who
is transgender or perceived to be transgender’.127 How White’s local force, the Greater
Manchester Police, responded to White’s reports is unknown, but its policy encouraged
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transgender people to report hate incidents as well as hate crimes.128 Police forces in
England record noncrime hate incidents on the alleged perpetrator’s criminal record;
in some circumstances this may be disclosed to potential employers.129 Thus White’s
proclaimed identity as a woman was enforced by the state.
It is not fanciful to see White as the apotheosis of queer theory as implemented
in English prisons. Indeed, a Reader in Criminology and Queer Theory at Birkbeck
has vigorously endorsed White’s claim to be a woman, and thereby White’s right to
be incarcerated with women. Lamble presented her argument at a seminar at Oxford
entitled ‘Trans prisoners, sex segregation and the queer politics of safety’; another version
was given at Edinburgh.130 Despite discoursing at length on ‘the surface and depth
of gender/sex embodiment’, Lamble did not manage to articulate why White should
be classified as a woman. She suggested that White’s failure to attend the gender
clinic should not detract from White’s womanhood, just as a woman who misses an
appointment for a cervical smear is not considered less female. In a similar fashion,
Lamble asserted that the exclusion of White from the women’s estate would require the
exclusion of butch lesbians, because they too are masculine. This false equivalence
illustrates a profound confusion between sex and gender. Although Lamble herself has
criticized the LGBT movement’s deployment of state power to punish hate crime,131 she
did not mention how White exploited this power to enforce his illocutionary performance.
She also omitted information on White’s behaviour prior to claiming to be a woman. A
therapist with access to White’s record discerned ‘a history of seeking access to mixed and
women’s institutions to find and abuse vulnerable people’, including a psychiatric hospital
where he allegedly raped a young woman.132 In short, Lamble’s argument demonstrates
how a ‘queer transformative justice perspective’ can transmute an extremely violent and
sexually predatory male into a vulnerable victim deserving protection from the carceral
state and from transphobic feminists. This transmutation is reminiscent of Foucault’s
account of Charles Jouy who ‘almost, partly, or more or less raped’ an elevenyear old girl,
Sophie Adam. Foucault described the encounter as ‘inconsequential bucolic pleasures’,
condemning Adam’s parents and the mayor for their ‘collective intolerance’ in reporting it
to the gendarmes.133
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6. Conclusion
From the 1990s to the 2010s, it became successively easier for males identifying
as transgender to enter women’s prisons—first by obtaining genital surgery in prison
(Pilley), then by gaining a gender recognition certificate (Jones), then through performing
femininity (Hudson), and finally by claiming to be a woman (White). These successive
changes brought the prison service closer to the world envisaged by queer theory, in
which ‘gender emerges as the term which absorbs and displaces “sex”’.134 My argument
is that the convergence of prison policy with queer theory was no coincidence: the theory
motivated and justified changes in policy. Just as theories in disciplines like economics
and psychiatry can remake the world in their own image, so can queer theory.
Before recapitulating that argument, however, it should be acknowledged that policy
was partially reversed after White’s incarceration became public knowledge in 2018.
Regulations were revised to emphasize ‘a balanced approach which considers the safety
and needs of those who are transgender, whilst ensuring that decisions do not negatively
impact on the wellbeing and safety of others, particularly in custodial settings such as
in women’s prisons’.135 The number of male transgender prisoners without a gender
recognition certificate who were housed in the women’s estate declined from 22 in 2018
to around 3 in 2021.136 Those who had acquired a certificate, however, continued
to ‘be treated in accordance with their legally recognized gender in every respect’.137
Their number is unknown, with official estimates ranging from under 10 to 23.138 HMP
Downview opened a dedicated wing for those prisoners with a certificate who ‘present a
high risk of harm to other women’.139 This arrangement was designed to provide them
with ‘risk assessed association with other women’, for example when using the gym.140
This policy reversal—in effect a return to the 2016 regulations—is unlikely to outlast
the Conservative government. Labour and the other major opposition parties (Liberal
Democrat, Scottish Nationalist, Plaid Cymru, and Green) are committed to amending the
Gender Recognition Act to make the illocutionary performance of gender override sex
in all circumstances. Indeed, one of the three top candidates in Labour’s most recent
leadership contest explicitly stated that a man who raped a girl multiple times and then
declared himself to be a woman deserved incarceration in a women’s prison.141
The causal importance of queer theory in changing prison policy is clearly evidenced
by the role played by individuals who were avowed enthusiasts of Butler. Whittle was
the most influential for policymakers, followed by Stewart. Jenkins changed policy
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indirectly through her media campaign. More and Lamble are also noteworthy for their
discursive contributions. Their activism was altruistic in the sense that they gained no
direct benefit from changing prison policy, because none of them were prisoners or faced
any realistic prospect of incarceration. Arguably they stood to gain indirectly from the
institutionalization of queer theory, but only because it had informed their respective
identities (transgender or queer).
Together these activists managed to embed the esoteric propositions of queer
theory into the everyday operations of politicians and officials. One banal example is
a report on ‘the health and social care needs’ of transgender prisoners produced by
Community Innovations Enterprise, a Limited Liability Partnership controlled by Lord
Patel of Bradford.142 The report acknowledged assistance from Gendered Intelligence
and Whittle, and quoted Butler’s Undoing Gender. Patel launched the report by inviting
Jones—convicted of manslaughter and attempted rape—to speak in Parliament.143
A more consequential example comes from a recent judicial review challenging the
placement of male sex offenders in the women’s estate. The Secretary of State
for Justice’s legal team successfully argued that ‘enabling transgender individuals
to live in their chosen gender’ was one of the policy’s ‘legitimate aims’.144 This
argument—advanced by a Conservative government—exactly recapitulates Butler’s
emphasis on ‘how essential becoming a gender is to one’s very sense of personhood’.145
Queer theory was not the only force driving the transition from sex to gender. The
liberal individualism of human rights was important in the early phase. This discourse
informed a series of legal decisions which erected a new domain of rights around gender
identity. Thus Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights which guarantees
respect for private and family life was interpreted as requiring the transfer of a violent rapist
to a women’s prison. There is an affinity between the liberal discourse of human rights
and the radical discourse of queer theory: they favour those who are construed as victims
of formal institutions of power. From this perspective, it is progressive to champion the
transgender prisoner contesting the power of the state and transgressing the dominant
categories of society. The power that can be exercised among individuals, such as that
exerted by one inmate over another, is ignored. Thus no consideration was given to
women who would be confined with violent or sexually predatory males. Female prisoners
were invariably treated as an audience obliged to validate the performance of gender
identity.
One of queer theory’s effects was to suppress information about sex which could
falsify the theory. Official data on the number of males in the women’s estate were
collected only after pressure from dissident feminists.146 These data are still incomplete
because they omit prisoners with a gender recognition certificate, and of uncertain
accuracy because they depend on transgender prisoners (those who have not acquired
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a certificate) declaring their ‘legal gender’. Such confusion makes it harder to test the
proposition that gender identity—and not sex—predicts behaviour. One obvious example
is the proportion of sex offenders in the prison population. Queer theory would predict
that males who identify as women would have the same low rate of sexual offending as
females. This prediction is spectacularly false. The recent judicial review confirmed that
50% of transgender male prisoners have been convicted of sexual offences compared to
under 5% of female prisoners.147 Characteristically, Lamble intervened to argue that this
comparison ‘is tainted by a lack of reliable data’.148 The unreliability of data is one of queer
theory’s achievements. This case provides a counterpoint to the insight that quantification
is a powerful method for ‘making up people’.149 It turns out that suppressing quantification
can be equally generative.
One final irony is worth noting. Queer theory claims to offer a ‘radical critique
of the categories of identity’.150 In Lamble’s phrasing, ‘“queerness” is a political
ethos that works to question and deconstruct identitarian logics’.151 Deconstructing
the conventional meaning of woman (qua adult human female) requires constructing
novel identities—‘woman’ (qua someone who declares themself to be one) and
‘transgender’—ultimately derived from illocutionary performance. These identities are
now rigorously enforced by the formal machinery of law, and in elite social circles by the
informal compulsion of norms. If the women who had been sexually assaulted by White
had testified in court, the judge would have ordered them to refer to their assailant with
female pronouns.152 Thus queer theory recruits the power of the state to buttress its own
identitarian logics.
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